
Pyramid Tea Bags - HRI

Features:
 Available in exclusive single-origins, unique flavor blends
       and fragrant herbal teas

 Our biodegradable and compostable pyramid-shaped tea bags 
 are created for optimum infusion

 Available Formats:
 - 60 loose tea bags
 - 20 Individually Wrapped Tea Bags

 A portion of our proceeds goes to the Humaniterra 
 Foundation which aids both local and foreign communities

FINISH YOUR CUSTOMER’S DINING EXPERIENCE ON A
HIGH NOTE WITH A TEA BRAND THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF



ORANGE PEKOE 
DIMBULA

Picked during the dry season (January and February) this 
tea consists of long twisted leaves and provides a dark, 
aromatic and full-bodied infusion.

Black Tea collection

1803 EARL GREY A secret blend of teas combined with Italian bergamot oil 
and deliciously crisp citrus and spice notes.

MASALA CHAI Carefully selected black teas provide the perfect backdrop 
for our spicy chai mix, creating a rich, fragrant drink.

ENGLISH 
BREAKFAST

This classic English Breakfast is a blend of specially chosen 
teas from Ceylon, India and China, brought together to 
deliver a full-bodied and satisfying taste.

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS



20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





Our Black Tea Collection uses the finest black teas available to create the classic tea recipes that tea 
drinkers have become accustomed to and seek.

JASMINE
PEARLS

CHINESE 
SENCHA

Green Tea Collection

MOROCCAN
MINT

100% JAPANESE
SENCHA 

Our Green Tea Collection responds to the consumer’s desire for enhanced well-being through natural 
products.

These superior-quality Chinese green tea leaves rolled 
with fine jasmine buds create an exquisite taste. Watch 
the pearls unfurl as you steep them.

This Chinese green tea is cooked in a saucepan 
immediately after the harvest, to stop its leaves from 
oxidizing as well as to produce its classic taste.

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint 
leaves complements the strong, smoky-sweet flavour of 
Chinese gunpowder tea.

Its young tea buds were carefully picked from June to July 
in the deep mountainous area of Shizuoka, creating a 
beautifully balanced, bittersweet tea.

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





60 LOOSE TEA BAGS



Spa Collection (Caffeine-free)

LAVENDER 
CHAMOMILE

Chamomile’s soothing properties combine with lavender’s 
rich undertones for a harmonious herbal experience 
enhanced by pure vanilla pieces. Caffeine free.

Our innovative wellness Spa Collection uses select herbs, fruit and spices in a range of naturally sweetened 
caffeine-free, no-calorie beverages.

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





White Tea Collection

VANILLA AND
PEAR

Our White Tea Collection offers the perfect match of gentle tea leaves with subtle tastes of fruits and 
flower petals.

The fresh notes of pure white tea pair gracefully with 
vanilla’s heavenly aroma and sweet Bartlett pear flavour.

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





The natural soothing properties of peppermint and 
aniseed combined with chamomile’s calming touch bring 
comfort after every meal. 
Caffeine-free.

Ribwort, licorice root and fennel join forces to create this 
soothingly harmonious herbal experience. 
Caffeine-free.

AFTER-DINNER

BREATHE

Well-Being Herbal collection
This 100% natural collection made of the very best herbs, flowers, dried fruits, spices and
essences is designed to inspire harmony with oneself.

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS



Savour this real fruit infusion’s creamy goodness and
refreshing splash of mixed berries. Delicious served hot
or cold. Caffeine free.

A real fruit infusion, this burst of sweet cherries is
complimented by the richness of almonds and cream.
Delicious served etiher hot or iced.
Caffeine-free.

Bring back wonderful memories of grandma’s homemade
apple pie with this mouthwatering fruit infusion. Delicious
served etiher hot or iced. Caffeine-free.

BERRIES & CREAM
 

CHERRY ALMOND
CREAM

GRANDMA’S PIE

Fruit Blend collection
Our Fruit Blends are made of superior quality fruits and dried flowers. Naturally caffeine free, they are 
delicious served hot and iced.

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

Display for your 
tea selection 

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD
Montreal, Canada  H3L 2B4

514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772  
www.terracaf.ca

Individually 
Wrapped Tea Bag

Loose 
Tea Bag


